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DO YOU WANT TO MASTER 
THE STAGE, THE ROOM AND THE CAMERA? 

 
Introducing  

 

PERSUASIVE PRESENTING ON STAGE AND ON 
CAMERA 

 
Empowering. Transformative. Mastery.  

 
 

Can you imagine what it would be like to step onto a stage or stare into the camera lens - 
confidently? 
  
Can you imagine feeling calm, in control and ready? 
  
Actors and Directors are taught a skill set that that gives them compelling stage presence 
each and every time. 
 
Rewards Drama lets you in on this secret. 
  
Rewards Drama translates the powerful skill set that actors and directors are taught to the 
Business world, teaching effective Public Speaking, On Camera and Presence. 
 
If you are a Speaker, Business Owner or Corporate Leader then confidently and effectively 
reaching your audience, regardless of the platform, is critical. 
 

 
Your words however, are only part of your communication.  

 
Body - language, body/stage/camera position; 
Voice - tone and inflection, volume and variance;  
Visual - branding, light, background; 
Audience - intent, type, place 
ALL factor into what your audience hears from you. 

  
If you want to boldly and confidently represent your company well, clearly 

communicate your vision, make the sale, get the promotion, book the stage 
then you need to learn how to do it effectively and persuasively! 
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Rewards Drama teaches you the knowledge and the skills that you need: 
 

*Stagecraft 
*Voice, Projection and Enunciation 

*Communication Intent and Inflection 
*Body movement, position and language 

*Stage Presence 
*On Camera Presenting, Presence and Best Practice 

*Memory and Focus 
*Improvisation and Collaboration 

*Preparation, Exercises and Warm-ups 
 

+ 
 

*Mindset and Fear 
*Confidence 

*Worth 
*Individuality 

*The importance of your own voice 
 
 

So that you can overcome fears, step out and confidently excel as a powerful 
communicator and leader! 

 
 

 
At Rewards Drama we focus not only on stagecraft, voice, body, and on camera work, but 
on worth, individuality and the importance of our own voice. 
 
Everyone has something to say, a reason to be here and something to contribute to the 
world. If you don't do it, then it doesn't get done because you and your voice are unique! 
  
 
The tools taught in the 'Persuasive Presenting' Training are transformational. 
 
We give you the skill set to overcome fears, be confident, calm, in control and compelling!  
 

 
Learn how to master your platform. 
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Personality has little to do with effective presenting and reaching your audience. 
There is a skill set that can be learnt that will have you confidently stepping on to the stage 
or boldly facing the camera. 
 
 
If you want to master the stage, camera or room, and have the skills and confidence to 
effectively reach your audience, then you need Rewards Drama's 'Persuasive Presenting' 
training. 
 
 
The Rewards Drama training was designed for: 
  
1/ Speakers 
Who either haven't trained how to speak effectively or need to up their game and get 
booked. 
  
2/ Business Owners 
Who want to boost their profile and branding. 
  
3/ CEO's, Leaders, Managers and Departments 
Who want to advance their career and confidently represent their company. 
  
4/ Educators and Coaches 
Who want to be confident of effectively connecting with and helping their audience. 
 
5/ Performers and Artists 
Who know their craft but need help confidently performing on stage or on camera. 

  
 

Finally master skills such as positioning yourself as a leader, delivering the emotion and 
intent behind the words like actors do, learning stagecraft, body language and on camera 
skills, capturing the attention of your audience through the unique formula, that is Rewards 
Drama. 
 
Our program is like nothing else on the market and like nothing you will be able to 
experience anywhere else.  
 
It is a transformational experience that is going to show you the tricks of the trade; you will 
actually learn what it is actors learn and you will become the presenter you have always 
dreamt of becoming. 
 
We teach you how to utilise your body and voice within the space, so you know before you 
even start, how to effectively and best reach your audience. 
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This is world class training. 
Rewards Drama doesn't just teach Public Speaking. 
It doesn't just teach on camera skills. 
It doesn't just teach confidence and mindset. 
Rewards Drama gives you the keys to transformation! 
  
Groups like toastmasters and public speaking classes will only teach you so much and only 
take you so far. 
You can dabble or you can learn the full skill set with Rewards Drama. 
A skill set that you need and that will be a lifelong resource for you, your teams and your 
company. 
 
 
Whether it is a sales pitch, presenting to the board, talking on stage or on-camera, 
presenting is something that terrifies a lot of people. Presentation and Confidence Skills are 
absolutely vital however, and communication and soft-skills are in higher demand than ever 
before as their importance is recognised. 
 
Thankfully, skills can be learnt, and tools can be acquired. Rewards Drama can help your 
team overcome their fears and present with confidence and excellence.  
 
Acting skills adapted to business offer vital real-world tested, excellence in execution and a 
focus on both the managerial and employee coaching and development that make an 
immediate and lasting impact on business success and career advancement.  
 
Acting skills translated to business advocate powerful execution in presentation skills on 
stage, in meetings and on-camera. Identify how spatial placement, body language and 
physical energy affect your audiences' perceptions and how you can utilise them to be the 
most effective and get your message heard.  
 
 
Rewards Drama is the key to your success! 
 
Skills that can only be learnt through acting and directing training are now available to you 
through Rewards Drama. 
 
Unlike acting training however, we don't ask you to do anything embarrassing, participate in 
trust exercises or imagine yourself to be a giraffe as you walk! 
 
Instead, Rewards Drama brings you exactly what you need in the business world - the 
benefits of the drama skill set - the technical and practical skills to be an effectual and 
confident communicator. 
  
We work with leading organisations and individuals internationally to help companies 
generate more work, build stronger client relationships and inspire personal and 
professional communication skills.  
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"Find Your Voice and Reach Your Audience" 
 

- close consultations 
- pitch successfully to the board 

- shine on stage 
- engage and unify your team members 

- own the platform 
- retain your staff by clearly communicating your vision 

- be powerful on camera 
- train effectively 
- sell with ease 

- make a difference with your voice 
 

 
Our training can be provided 1:1 online or in person, or to your team online or in person.  
Additionally, the training can be customised to your needs for your Conference, Workshop 
or Event. 
 
The ‘Persuasive Presenting On Stage and On Camera’ training is provided in 6 x 1 
hour sessions with Amanda Meyer which can be booked once weekly, or in blocks of time if 
preferred.  
 
The sessions can be used to go through the 'Persuasive Presenting' training together, as 
well as a focus on your own individual needs and areas to prioritise and work on a specific 
project if you wish. 
 
Ideally 1 or 2 sessions for each module is required to get through all of the content and 
training. However, we will focus on the modules that are most relevant to you and spend 
the time where it is needed most. 
 
In addition, every client will receive the full training textbook in a fillable pdf version.  
The textbook is full of information, questions to complete, and notes sections to fill in and 
keep for future reference. 
The full training textbook is approximately 100 pages. 
 
For your benefit, we ask that you allow 1 hour for the Homework Requirement and 
implementation after each module.  
 
The homework is to put into practice what we have just covered in the session, grow your 
skills and to help you understand for yourself the points made, and tools taught. 
 
In both the 1:1 or Group Online Training, Homework is submitted, and professional 
feedback given to you.  
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The ‘Persuasive Presenting On Stage And On Camera’  

training will teach you skills and techniques to: 
 
 

- Overcome fears and feel more in control 
- Understand yourself better 
- Collaborate with others well 
- Build and strengthen your confidence 
- Give you insight into the stage and body positions and how to utilize them 
- Give you practical strategies for appearing professional on camera 
- Understand how to use your body effectively 
- Fine-tune your talks and presentations 
- Understand how to decipher a ‘script’ 
- Understand the power and nuance of your voice and how to use to your 

advantage 
- Show you how to plan your intent into your content to ensure that is what the 

audience hears 
- Provide pre presentation warm-ups and exercises to practice and strengthen 

your skills 
- Give you the opportunity to practice on camera skills and get guidance as you 

do 

 
  
Your ability to speak with confidence shows the strength of your leadership.  
  
Whether you are a CEO, Director, Manager, Leader, Government body or department 
team, speaking like a CEO is imperative to the success of you as an individual, and to your 
team and Company. 
 
 
Learn the skill set full of proven techniques so you can be powerfully effective on stage, in 
meetings and on-camera and present with style, grace and confidence.  
 
Whether you are presenting to ten or to ten thousand people, Rewards Drama helps you be 
heard.  
 
 
 
 

Persuasive Presenting - 
 

Your Path to Success! 
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Meet Amanda  
 

 
 
 

Amanda Meyer is the Founder and Creator of Rewards Drama. 
Amanda is a well-known authority in Public Speaking and On Camera Training and 

Rewards Drama is well renowned.  
 

Amanda is a natural storyteller and uses both her theory and practical experience to 
motivate her clients to take new actions that will produce transformation in their lives.  

She has unique insights into presenting and how to unleash potential. 
 

Amanda Meyer has been Directing, Acting, Writing and Teaching for 20 years.  
  

A few years ago, she created Rewards Drama where she translates the acting and directing 
tools to the business world, so that speakers, business owners and corporate leaders can 
confidently excel in a position of authority and master the stage, the room and on camera. 

 

In addition to her work in Rewards Drama, she has taught acting, written and directed for 
the stage, written many training programs, articles, and fictional pieces, was head of 

Drama at ACOPA, and also has a history in Business, Education, Training and 
Assessment, Psychology, and HR. 

 
Amanda has worked with a wide range of clients and has been a guest expert speaker at 

conferences, workshops, retreats, podcasts and radio. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For more information, please visit our website: https://www.rewardsdrama.com  
or email us at admin@rewardsdrama.com 
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